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Financial services regulation is a detailed and complex field that can 
often seem very difficult to navigate effectively. It takes an expert view 
on regulation to identify and highlight the most relevant aspects of what 
can seem like ever-expansive regulatory documents. With our Regulation 
Playbook we have created a succinct and focused narrative that will help 
you understand the key elements of each regulation  – empowering your 
company to advance with confidence.

Introduction
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Fundamental Review
of the Trading Book
(FRTB)
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Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB) is a 
revised set of global prudential standards that specify the 
methodology by which banks must calculate their minimum 
capital requirements in order to protect them against market 
risk exposures. These rules are being introduced to address 
perceived weaknesses in the current regulatory framework 
(Basel 2.5). One key component of this regulation is that 
banks now must meet onerous compliance requirements in 
order to use their own internal models for calculating capital 
requirements. The FRTB regulation addresses several 
aspects of the current market risk regulation, such as:

1.  Trading book vs. banking book boundary: movement 
of positions between trading and banking books is 
now severely restricted to avoid banks arbitraging 
differences in the two frameworks. Deviations are 
subject to supervisor approval and will not result in 
a positive advantage in terms of the firm’s capital 
requirements

2.  Revised standardized approach (SA): a pre-canned 
methodology (SA) is being introduced to support 
consistency and comparison of capital requirements 
across banks, which is based on a more risk-sensitive 
framework. SA is expected to become more relevant 
to banks, as it serves as a fallback to the internal model 
approach (IMA)

3.  Revised internal models approach (IMA): a more 
granular standard for the approval process and model 
validation at the trading desk level, which includes back 
testing and the P&L attribution test. In addition, a new 
test is being introduced to measure the liquidity of risk 
factors (Risk Factors Eligibility Test). Market risk will be 
calculated and reported via expected shortfall (rather 
than the current VaR methodology)

4.  Liquidity horizons: variable liquidity horizons are being 
introduced to better reflect how quickly firms can exit 
illiquid positions

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS)

Timeline
• BCBS global deadline: January 1, 2023
• Europe: date not yet specified, enforcement expected in 

late 2023/early 2024 for IMA reporting requirements and 
2025 for IMA capital requirements

• APAC: Japan March 2023; other jurisdictions not yet 
specified but enforcement expected to be aligned to the 
global BCBS deadline

• U.S.: the Federal Reserve has not yet communicated  
the enforcement date; likely to be aligned to the  
global BCBS deadline

Impacted firms
• Banks

OVERVIEW OF FRTB
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Banks implementing IMA are now requested to run a new 
compliance test – the Risk Factor Eligibility Test (RFET), which 
aims to assess the liquidity of inputs into their risk models. 
The test was reviewed recently following a consultation 
started by BCBS in June 2018 and the final version of the 
global rules were published in January 2019. RFET requires 
banks to source executed trade and committed quote real 
price observations (RPOs) for the previous 12 months, map 
them to their risk factors and then compare, at risk factor 
level, the number and distribution of RPOs to the pre-defined 
thresholds specified in the regulation. 

Refinitiv® has built a solution to deliver executed trades 
and committed quotes (i.e., RPOs) across multiple 
asset classes to help customers comply with RFET. For 
exchange-traded instruments, RPOs are delivered via 
DSS, DSP and DSE. Specific documentation has been 
produced to provide guidelines on how to extract 
evidence of executed trades from EOD pricing data  
from DataScope. 

Refinitiv Trade Discovery, a new service designed in 
conjunction with major banks and market infrastructure 
providers, delivers access to RPOs for bonds and 
cross-asset-class OTC derivatives. This product brings 
together processed RPO data with instrument T&Cs 
in a standardized data model. It can be accessed via 
an API and GU; data modeling has been based on 
recommendations from ISDA and OTC derivatives are 
classified using the ISDA v2.0 taxonomy.

CONTENT DELIVERED
Access to real price observations at instrument level for 
cross-asset-class OTC derivatives, bonds and exchange 
traded instruments, sourced from multiple content sources 
and market infrastructure providers. Real price observations 
delivered include the relevant underlying T&C needed for 
mapping instruments to customer risk factors.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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Markets in Financial 
Instruments Directive
(MiFID) II
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MiFID, the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive, is a 
regulatory framework set out by the European Union (EU) 
to regulate its financial markets, with the aim of improving 
protection for investors and to standardize practices across 
the EU. MiFID II went beyond the original MiFID directive, 
with high-level goals of increased transparency, a shift in 
trading toward more structured marketplaces, improved 
best execution, orderly trading behavior within markets  
and more explicit costs for both trading and investing.  
It imposes more reporting requirements and tests in order 
to increase transparency and reduce the use of private 
financial exchanges (dark pool) and over-the-counter  
(OTC) trading.

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• ESMA (EU and UK)

Post-Brexit*
• EU - ESMA
• UK - FCA

Timeline
• The European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA – 

the EU’s securities markets regulator) is to publish the  
SI data for derivatives on April 30, 2020 (COVID-19  
could impact this date)

• Post-Brexit (Q1 2021) the FCA will publish UK data; ESMA 
will no longer include this data in their publications

Impacted firms
Institutions trading or impacted by trading in Europe:
• Bankers
• Traders
• Fund managers
• Exchange officials
• Brokers

OVERVIEW OF MIFID II

*Brexit- UK left the EU on January 31, 2020 but remains subject to EU law and 
part of the EU customs union and single market until December 31, 2020.
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Reference data
Compliant reference data is the cornerstone of transaction 
reporting under MiFID II. Refinitiv has added more than 
200 fields to support MiFID II compliance and continues to 
evolve our offering, including the addition of reference data 
fields in preparation for Brexit.

Pre- and post-trade transparency
Our real-time network supports numerous trade reporting 
APAs introduced in Europe as a result of MiFID II, including 
APAs focused on non-equity and exchange-based APAs. 
This includes both the post-trade and the pre-trade 
systematic internalizer (SI) quotes.

SI determination
Our solution enables organizations to determine if 
they have breached MiFID II systematic internalizer (SI) 
thresholds. By leveraging aggregated data from Refinitiv’s 
data network, investment firms can determine whether they 
will exceed these thresholds and become SIs.

On April 30, 2020 (date subject to COVID-19 adjustment), 
ESMA is to publish SI determination data relating to 
derivative instruments; this will be published at sub-class 
level. Refinitiv will consume and publish via our sub-class  
offering (DSP).

Derivative sub-classes
ESMA published a classification document for the 
determination of derivative sub-classes (bucketing). 
Following the segmentation criteria laid out in this 
document, Refinitiv has created a sub-class file with 
associated data.

Post-Brexit the FCA will publish a similar document. Refinitiv 
will create and manage this data in addition to the existing 
ESMA Sub-Class data.

Trading venues
Our real-time network launched MTFs and OTFs from 
Tradeweb®, Bloomberg, TP ICAP and BGC Partners. Venues 
also support instant time-stamping, the ESMA post-trade 
regulatory flags and the FIX MMT trade flag regimes, as well 
as a flag to indicate double volume cap restrictions.

Best execution
By bringing market and client data together, we can provide 
MiFID II-compliant best execution monitoring and reporting. 
Additional reports, including RTS 27 and RTS 28, can also 
be provided through an on-premise or managed service.

Research, permissioning and unbundling
MiFID II forced companies to separate transaction fees 
from research charges, making the value of research more 
prominent. Tools which Refinitiv offers, such as StarMine®, 
allow you to peer-rank the research you consume, ensuring 
the qualitative aspects of the MiFIR (Markets in Financial 
Instruments Regulation) are catered for.

APA and publication services
The Tradeweb APA allows all asset classes to be published 
to support trade transparency rules under MiFID II. Both pre- 
and post-trade reporting requirements are supported.

Transaction reporting and record keeping
Investment firms must report transactions in any MiFID II 
financial instruments to their local regulator or approved 
reporting mechanism (ARM) no later than the close of the 
following working day. We provide access to financial 
reference data and indicators to identify which instruments 
require MiFID II transaction reporting.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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CONTENT DELIVERED
The MiFID II set of regulations covers all asset classes 
traded within the EU and UK, to support the required data 
models. Refinitiv has onboarded the Association of National 
Numbering Agencies’ Derivatives Service Bureau (EZ ISINs 
established for derivatives) and ESMA feed (instrument data 
provided to ESMA by trading venues, many of which are 
Refinitiv clients). This data is added to our databases  
and published at the various levels (quote, instrument  
and organization).

LEI coverage within Europe has significantly improved  
due to MiFID II.

To manage derivative sub-classes, Refinitiv set up the 
(ESMA) Sub-Class Database and publishes this data to 
files within the DSP offering, that data being linked to the 
instrument/quote via the sub-class PermID.

Timeline
• From April 2020 the SI data for derivatives will be  

made available by ESMA; this will be managed at  
sub-class level

• At the end of 2020 the FCA will make its derivative sub-
class determination rules available. Refinitiv will create an 
FCA sub-class DBoR to manage this data, in addition to 
the existing (ESMA) sub-class DBoR
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Shareholding Disclosure: 
Transparency Directive/
Transparency Directive 
Amending Directive EU
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The Transparency Directive, transparency obligations 
directive or Directive 2004/109/EC[1] is an EU directive 
issued in 2004, revising an earlier Directive 2001/34/EC.[2] 
The Transparency Directive was amended in 2013 by the 
Transparency Directive Amending Directive (Directive 
2013/50/EU).

The transparency directive improves the harmonization of 
information duties of issuers whose securities are listed at a 
regulated market at a stock exchange within the European 
Union, and further market participants. 

It was amended in 2013 by the Transparency Directive 
Amending Directive (TDAD), Directive 2013/50/EU. The 
final date for member states to implement the TDAD was 
November 26, 2015. The aims of these amendments were 
to establish minimum requirements regarding financial 
information distribution across the European Union, 
increase transparency in capital markets and support 
investor protection.

Specifically, the TDAD details:

• Issuers are no longer obliged to publish interim reports 
(unless a member state chooses still to impose it as  
an obligation)

• Issuers who have activities in the extractive or logging 
of primary forest industries should disclose in a 
separate report, on an annual basis, payments made to 
governments in the countries in which they operate

• Notification of major holdings of voting rights should 
include cash-settlement financial instruments with similar 
economic effect to holding shares and entitlements to 
acquire shares

• Issuers should prepare their annual financial reports in 
the European Single Electronic Reporting Format (ESEF) 
(from January 1, 2020 on)

• ESMA should develop and operate a web portal serving 
as a European Electronic Access Point (EEAP) for 
regulated information

SUMMARY
Regulatory authority
• EU ESMA
• Financial Conduct Authority (FCA)
• Securities Exchange Commission (SEC)
• Global Regulators

Timeline
• Initial Transparency Directive – 2004
• Transparency Directive Amending Directive – 2013

Impacted firms
• Asset management
• Banks
• Investment firms
• Hedge funds

OVERVIEW OF SHAREHOLDING DISCLOSURE
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Asset managers should monitor any changes in their 
equity, sovereign debt and related derivative positions for 
each issuer and disclose when applicable thresholds and 
rules are breached. Finding accurate data to comply with 
the intricacies of the rules that differ for each regulatory 
authority around the world creates a significant challenge. 
Refinitiv data includes 60+ different types of total shares 
and total voting rights, allowing asset managers to monitor 
their positions by providing an accurate denominator (e.g., 
the total number of shares for the issuer). 

In addition, we provide a comprehensive set of reference 
data integral to the numerator calculation process, which 
helps address the following issues:
1.  Aggregating position data across all parts of the 

company group
2.  When to include derivatives of “similar economic effect”, 

based on certain reference attributes
3.  Understanding the business sectors of subsidiaries of 

listed companies to comply with industry limits
Our data helps meet the challenges presented by globally 
diverse regulations relating to major, short, takeover and 
industry-specific disclosure rules and thresholds. 

CONTENT DELIVERED
All asset classes that have a similar economic effect to 
equities are impacted. A combination of 100+ data fields are 
available for this regulation, which includes 13F securities, 
issued share capital, home member state, etc.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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EU Benchmarks 
Regulation
(EU BMR)
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The EU Benchmarks Regulation (EU BMR) EU 2016/2011 
came into effect from January 2020, introducing a common 
framework and consistent approach across the EU. Created 
in response to the LIBOR scandal, it aims to ensure 
benchmarks are robust, reliable and administered  
without conflicts of interest. 

A benchmark within the scope of the EU BMR is an index  
or calculated value that is:

1. Used to determine the amount payable under a financial  
 instrument or financial contract, or the value of a 
  financial instrument

2.  Used to measure the performance of an investment 
fund for the purpose of tracking the return,  
defining the asset allocation, portfolio or computing 
performance fees

Examples of popular benchmarks in scope are interest rate 
benchmarks like LIBOR, indices such as the FTSE 100 and 
FX benchmarks such as WMR rates. 

SUMMARY
Regulatory authority
EU ESMA

Timeline
• January 1, 2020
• Extension on exemption of “third country” benchmarks 

from outside the EU until 2021

Impacted firms
Any firm within the EEA managing financial products/
contracts that reference indices/calculated values in  
order to:

1. Determine the amount payable under a financial 
instrument or financial contract, or the value of a 
financial instrument

2. Measure the performance of an investment fund for 
the purpose of tracking the return, defining the asset 
allocation, portfolio or computing performance fees

OVERVIEW OF EU BMR
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From January 2020, benchmark users in the EU will need to 
ensure that they only use benchmarks issued by authorized 
administrators that are captured on the European regulator’s 
register or exempt from the regulation. They will also need 
to demonstrate adequate provisions are in place to account 
for a benchmark being discontinued or significantly altered 
in the future.
Refinitiv supports customers in complying with this 
regulation by offering a regulatory inventory which 
contains the full live universe of benchmark RICs identified 
as compliant with the EU benchmarks regulation. This 
comprises 24 supporting fields, including RIC, PermID,  
BMR compliance and associated administrator details.

There is a full integration of the EU benchmarks inventory 
data within Refinitiv’s DataScope products. We also provide 
compliance flagging against exchange traded and MIFID 
zone OTC derivatives contracts that have a regulated 
benchmark as an underlying. 

CONTENT DELIVERED
New benchmark RICs identified as compliant with EU 
benchmarks regulation, which comprise 24 reference 
data fields (including RIC, PermID, BMR compliance and 
associated administrator details).
New compliance flag field for exchange traded and MIFID 
zone OTC derivative contracts that have a regulated 
benchmark as an underlying.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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Solvency II
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Solvency II laid out a fresh set of regulatory requirements 
for European insurance firms. Its core aim is to harmonize 
capital requirements and risk management standards for the 
insurance industry.

The Solvency II framework has three areas, often referred to 
as pillars:

• Pillar 1 sets out quantitative requirements, including the 
rules to value assets and liabilities, to calculate capital 
requirements and to identify eligible funds to cover those 
requirements

• Pillar 2 sets out requirements for risk management 
and internal governance, as well as the details of the 
supervisory process with competent authorities

• Pillar 3 addresses transparency, reporting to 
supervisory authorities and disclosure to the public, 
thereby enhancing market discipline and increasing 
comparability, leading to more competition

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• European Insurance and Occupational  

Pensions Authority (EIOPA)

Timeline
• January 1, 2016

Impacted firms
• Insurers

OVERVIEW OF SOLVENCY II
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Refinitiv helps subscribers meet their Pillar I and  
Pillar III regulatory obligations and provides them with the 
necessary data needed to assess their capital adequacy.

CONTENT DELIVERED
The core capabilities Refinitiv offers are:

1.  Non-embargoed fund holdings, also known as fund 
look-through data, provided in a consolidated feed 
(subject to non-disclosure agreements with fund 
management companies). This ensures that accurate 
fund constituents are sourced and aggregated for 
subscribers, maximizing their ability to meet regulatory 
reporting timelines

2.  An extensive library of pricing and reference data, 
including a full complement of attributes needed for 
tri-partite template (TPT) submission such as CIC, LEI 
and ratings. Refinitiv’s evaluated pricing team cover 
hard-to-value assets, meaning the additional capital 
requirements usually required from insurers when asset 
valuations are not available, may be mitigated against

3.  Refinitiv Professional Services offers an ETL software 
service which can combine full holdings data with 
pricing, reference and clients’ own proprietary data to 
populate the TPT for an insurer’s quarterly regulatory 
reporting obligation to EIOPA

4.  From January 1, 2020, the insurance regulator EIOPA 
has used Refinitiv as its source for risk-free rate (RFR) 
term structures. Actuaries at insurance firms can gain 
a four-day timeline advantage by taking the underlying 
data directly from Refinitiv, rather than waiting for the 
official publication by the regulator

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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IFRS 9 – Solely Payments 
of Principal and Interest
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On July 24, 2017 the IASB published International Financial 
Reporting Standard (IFRS) 9 as the final replacement of 
the earlier IFRS for financial instruments, IAS 39. The new 
standard came into force on January 1, 2018. It addresses 
the accounting for financial instruments and contains three 
main topics: classification and measurement of financial 
instruments, impairment of financial assets and hedge 
accounting.

1.  Classification and measurement of financial 
instruments
Unlike IAS 39, under IFRS 9 assets are measured 
based on the way they are classified. In particular, the 
new standard is based on the concept that financial 
assets should be classified and measured at fair value, 
with changes in fair value recognized in profit and 
loss (FVPL) as they arise, unless restrictive criteria 
are met for classifying and measuring the asset at 
either amortized cost or fair value through other 
comprehensive income (FVOCI)

2. Accounting for impairments 

This is the second major area of fundamental change:
• IFRS 9 eliminates impairment assessment 

requirements for investments in equity instruments 
because they now can only be measured at FVPL 
or FVOCI without recycling of fair value changes to 
profit and loss

• In addition, IFRS 9 establishes a new approach for 
loans and receivables, including trade receivables 
– an “expected loss” model that focuses on the risk 
that a loan will default rather than whether a loss has 
been incurred

3. Hedge accounting
IFRS 9 updated the guidance for hedge accounting with 
the aim of better aligning the accounting treatment with 
risk management activities and making it more feasible 
for non-financial entities to use hedge accounting

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• International Accounting Standard Board (IASB)

Timeline
• January 1, 2018

Impacted firms
• Financial and non-financial institutions

OVERVIEW OF IFRS 9
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IFRS 9 establishes fundamentally different criteria than IAS 
39 for determining when the amortized cost, FVOCI or FVPL 
categories apply. Under IFRS 9 only loans, receivables, 
investments in debt instruments and other similar assets 
(generally referred to as “loans and receivables”), may 
qualify for measurement at amortized cost or FVOCI.  
The critical issues in these assessments are whether:

1.  The objective of the entity’s business model is to hold 
assets only to collect cash flows or to collect cash flows 
and to sell (the business model test)

2.   The contractual cash flows of an asset give rise to 
payments on specified dates that are “Solely Payment 
of Principal and Interest” (SPPI) on the principal amount 
outstanding (the SPPI test)

Both of these criteria must be met in order to account for an 
instrument at amortized cost or FVOCI.

In partnership with Moody’s, Refinitiv has put together a 
solution to help customers to run the SPPI test on relevant 
asset classes in order to determine whether the contractual 
cash flows of those assets give rise to payments that are 
SPPI compliant.

CONTENT DELIVERED
The combined Refinitiv and Moody’s solution allows 
customers to run the SPPI test across client portfolios  
on over two million securities globally, including 
government and structured securities. For each relevant 
asset class, the application delivers a flag that specifies 
whether an asset will PASS or FAIL the SPPI test or 
whether FURTHER investigation is required. In addition, 
it provides full transparency and details about each 
granular component test.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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Financial Transaction Tax
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Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) regulations were introduced 
in France and Italy in 2012 and 2013, respectively, to help 
raise funds to tackle rising debt levels following the 2008 
financial crisis.

In France, the scope of the regulation covers equity 
securities and other similar instruments that provide, 
or could provide, access to capital or voting rights on 
companies whose registered office is located in France  
and whose market capitalization exceeds EUR 1 billion.

The rate applied to all in-scope securities for the French 
FTT is 0.3%; 0.01% on high-frequency trading.

In Italy, the scope of the regulation includes equities whose 
issuer’s registered office is located in Italy and whose 
market capitalization exceeds EUR 0.5 billion. The Italian 
regulation also extends beyond equities to warrants, futures 
and options that have an underlying equity within the scope 
defined above.

The rate applied to all in-scope securities for the Italian FTT 
depends on the execution type; over-the-counter (OTC) 
transactions apply at a 0.2% rate, whereas trades executed 
on a regulated market or multilateral trading facilities (MTF) 
apply at 0.1%. High-frequency trades are taxed at 0.02%.

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• Autorité des marchés financiers (AMF) for France
• Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa 

(CONSOB) for Italy
• Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) for the UK
• Central Bank of Ireland
• Securities and Futures Commission of  

Hong Kong (SFC)

Timeline
• France: August 1, 2012
• Italy: March 1, 2013

Impacted firms
• Banks
• Investment firms

OVERVIEW OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTION TAX
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Refinitiv provides a flag to identify securities in scope of  
the French and Italian FTT regulations. The basic tax rate, 
0.3% for France and 0.2% for Italy, is also provided for  
in-scope securities. 

CONTENT DELIVERED
• FTT Applied – available for equities, warrants,  

futures and options
• FTT Rate – available for equities, warrants,  

futures and options
• FTT Liable Bond Flag – available for Fixed Income
• Country of taxation – the country whose FTT  

tax rate applies to the security.
• Stamp Duty Flag – for the UK
• Ireland Stamp Duty Flag
• PTM Levy Eligibility Flag – for the UK
• Irish PTM Levy Eligible

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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LIBOR Transition
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LIBOR, the interest rate benchmark that underpins financial 
contracts valued in the trillions of USD, is expected to 
cease by the end of 2021 when the current submitting 
banks will no longer be obliged to continue doing so. 
Alternatives to LIBOR are now being developed, with a view 
to adopting a replacement in those markets within which 
LIBOR is currently used. Regulators and central banks have 
announced and released a series of overnight transaction-
based risk-free rates (RFRs) such as sterling overnight index 
average (SONIA) in the UK, secured overnight financing 
rate (SOFR) in the U.S. and euro short-term rate (€STR) in 
the euro area. Further to this, there is a demand for term-
structure risk rates to replace the LIBOR tenor (1W to 1Y) 
equivalents and an ever-increasing amount of derivative 
market data based on the RFRs being released as clients 
navigate this change.

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• The cessation of LIBOR submission was announced 

by the FCA. Global regulators and central banks have 
announced that RFRs, based on actual overnight money 
market transactions, are to replace LIBOR and some 
other, similar IBORs around the world

Timeline
• Officially, banks will no longer be forced to contribute 

to LIBOR from the end of 2021. Certain currencies are 
expected to make the move to RFRs sooner than that 
(i.e., GBP, expected to move end 2020), and some 
potentially later, where the alternatives are still new  
(i.e., USD)

Impacted firms
• Huge client impact across both buy-side and sell-side 

firms. Front, middle and back office.

OVERVIEW OF LIBOR TRANSITION
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Refinitiv aims to provide the data necessary for clients to 
navigate this change, either by creating it ourselves or 
by onboarding and publishing third-party content. We will 
create new term-structure reference rates, starting with 
GBP, to replace the tenor--based LIBOR rates which the 
overnight risk-free rates do not do. We are onboarding new 
risk-free rates that are released in the market and creating 
and onboarding new compound indices created from the 
RFRs and fall-back rates. We also are onboarding third-party 
derivative content: IRS, OIS, FRAs, FRNs, etc; and enhancing 
our product capability through new apps and search to 
better enable price discovery, display and analysis of all 
LIBOR transition data. We are also incorporating fall-back 
language to bonds and derivatives.

CONTENT DELIVERED
Create new TSRR benchmarks and compound indices 
based on the RFRs; new fixed income RFR derivative 
content added. New quote displays added. New OIS-based 
zero curves and RFR FRNs added. Proper representation 
and modeling of the details relating to interest payments 
and fall-back provisions of debt securities (bonds, bank 
loans, securitizations and mortgages) referencing legacy 
IBORs and new RFRs.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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Securities Financing 
Transactions Regulation
(SFTR)
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The Securities Financing Transaction Regulation (SFTR) 
aims to increase transparency of Securities Financing 
Transactions (SFTs). It was introduced by ESMA to 
implement the Financial Stability Board’s (FSB) policy 
framework to address shadow banking risks in securities 
lending and repo, and increase transparency in European 
markets. In general, SFTs comprise any transaction wherein 
securities are used to borrow cash or vice versa. Practically, 
this mostly includes repurchase agreements (repos), 
securities lending activities and sell-/buy-back transactions. 
In each of these, ownership of the securities temporarily 
changes in return for cash temporarily changing ownership. 
At the end of an SFT, the change of ownership reverts 
and both counterparties are left with what they possessed 
originally, plus or minus a small fee depending on the 
purpose of the transaction.

The SFTR regulation requires: 

1.  All SFTs to be reported to central databases called 
“trade repositories”; ESMA has specified the set of fields 
required to be reported 

2.  The adoption of specific rules for the reuse of securities 
posted as collateral to SFTs

3.  Undertakings for collective instruments (UCITS) to 
disclose the use of SFTs and total return swaps to  
their investors

This regulation impacts banks and investment firms.

SUMMARY
Regulatory authority
EU ESMA

Timeline
• Original timeline was April 14, 2020
• This has been recently rescheduled to July 13, 2020  

to start reporting

Impacted firms
Banks and investment firms
More specifically:
• Counterparties to SFT established in the EU 
• Counterparties to SFT with a branch in the EU
• Undertakings for collective investment in  

transferable securities (UCITS)
• Alternative investment fund managers (AIFM)
• Counterparties engaging in reuse established in the EU 
• A counterparty engaging in reuse if the reuse concerns 

instruments provided under a collateral arrangement by 
a counterparty established in the union, or a branch in 
the union of a counterparty established in a third country

OVERVIEW OF SFTR
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Refinitiv aims to help customers comply with their SFTR 
reporting obligations. Refinitiv already provides reference 
data fields that could be used to classify any underlying 
security or collateral referenced by an SFT as required 
by SFTR; in addition, we are creating new data fields to 
provide more details about the quality of those underlying 
securities/collateral, as requested by the regulation. 

CONTENT DELIVERED
Asset classes impacted are debt/ETI including mutual funds.

New data fields created

1.  Bond grade: indicates if the bond falls under the 
investment grade or high-yield category. This field  
can be used to meet the data reporting requirements  
of the SFTR

2.  SFTR security type: a code that classifies the type  
of security or collateral according to the SFTR 

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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Central Securities 
Depositories Regulation
(CSDR)
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The main aim of the Central Securities Depositories 
Regulation (CSDR) is to improve securities settlement in  
the EU on central securities depositories. Key measures in 
place to achieve this objective include:

• Mandatory reporting of all transactions settled outside  
of EU CSD by settlement internalizers (SIs).  
This process is already in place

• Cash penalties: CSDs will be in charge of transferring 
cash penalties from the parties responsible for settlement 
fail to the parties that are impacted by settlement fails 

• Buy-in regime: all respective securities transactions with 
terms of 30 days or longer will fall under mandatory buy-
in process (buy-in is an obligatory delivery of financial 
instrument within a certain number of days following 
settlement fail)

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• EU ESMA

Timeline
• July 12, 2019 (reporting of transactions  

settled outside central settlement system)
• February 1, 2021 (settlement discipline regime – SDR)

Impacted firms
• Banks
• Investment firms
• Central securities depositories

OVERVIEW OF CSDR
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Refinitiv plans to implement new reference data attributes to 
help impacted parties comply with various aspects of CSDR:

CSDR asset classification is the taxonomy that must be used 
when reporting all transactions settled outside of the central 
settlement system. The new field will provide the category 
of financial instruments which are in scope of the regulation:
a.  Transferable securities, as defined in point (a) of Article 

4(1)(44) of Directive 2014/65/EU
b.  Sovereign debt, as defined in Article 4(1)(61) of Directive 

2014/65/EU
c.  Transferable securities, as defined in point (b) of Article 

4(1)(44) of Directive 2014/65/EU, other than sovereign 
debt referred to in point (b)

d.  Transferable securities, as defined in point (c) of Article 
4(1)(44) of Directive 2014/65/EU;

e.  ETFs
f.  Units in collective investment undertakings, other than 

ETFs

g.  Money-market instruments, other than sovereign  
debt referred to in point (c)

h.  Emission allowances
i.  Other financial instruments:

 – Penalty rate will help CSDs calculate cash penalty 
fines for failed settlements. New field will provide the 
rate in basis points on instrument level as per Annex 
of Regulation (EU) 2017/389

 – Refinitiv will assess whether it can help with the 
delivery of reference prices for failed settlements  
(e.g., EOD price from venue or Refinitiv Evaluated 
Pricing Service).

CONTENT DELIVERED
Fields apply to the following asset classes: FI, equities,  
exchange-traded funds (ETFs), mutual funds, money market 
instruments, emission allowances 

• CSDR asset classification
• Penalty rate
• EU CSD clearable flag

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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High-Quality Liquid Assets
(HQLA)
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The Basel III framework is a central element of the Basel 
Committee’s response to the global financial crisis.  
It addresses a number of shortcomings in the pre-crisis 
regulatory framework and aims to provide a foundation for 
a resilient banking system that will help avoid the build-
up of systemic vulnerabilities. The framework was initially 
launched in 2010 and subsequently finalized and improved 
in 2017. The key features of the Basel III framework are:

• Increase the level and quality of capital: banks are 
required to maintain more capital of higher quality to 
cover unexpected losses. Minimum Tier 1 capital rises 
from 4% to 6%, of which at least three quarters must 
be the highest quality (common shares and retained 
earnings). Global systemically important banks (G-SIBs) 
are subject to additional capital requirements

• Enhance risk capture: capital requirements for market 
risk rise significantly. Requirements are calculated 
based on 12 months of market stress. Credit valuation 
adjustment risk is now included in the framework

• Constrain bank leverage: a leverage ratio constrains the 
build-up of debt to fund banks’ investment and activities 
(bank leverage), reducing the risk of a deleveraging 
spiral during downturns

• Improve bank liquidity: the liquidity coverage ratio 
requires banks to hold sufficient liquid assets to sustain 
them for 30 days during times of stress. The net stable 
funding ratio encourages banks to better match the 
duration of their assets and liabilities

• Limit pro-cyclicality: banks retain earnings to build up 
capital buffers during periods of high economic growth 
so that they can draw them down during periods of 
economic stress

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• BCBS/EU

Timeline
• January 1, 2018

Impacted firms
• Mainly sell-side

OVERVIEW OF HQLA
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The liquidity coverage ratio (LCR) is the short-term available 
liquidity and thus the short-term resilience of banks with 
respect to a stress scenario. Compliance with LCR ensures 
that banks have sufficient high quality assets (assets which 
can be liquidated quickly) to cope with stress conditions  
for at least 30 calendar days without governmental help. 
The LCR is defined as the ratio between cash and HQLA 
and the entire cash net outflow under a given stress 
scenario over a period of 30 calendar days. The regulation 
dictates that banks must achieve an LCR position in October 
2015 of 60%, to reach 100% by January 2018. HQLA assets 
fall under different quality grades: HQLA 1, HQLA 2a,  
HQLA 2b or HQLA not eligible with appropriate financial 
haircuts applied to different asset types, which simulate  
the price levels that are likely to apply under stressful 
market conditions.

In order to comply, banks need to calculate the quality 
grades of the asset classes that are in scope and need to 
have all the relevant data fields for doing so. Refinitiv has 
developed full LCR/HQLA and NSFR reporting at asset class 
level for EU and BCBS standards.

CONTENT DELIVERED
Refinitiv offers a bespoke stand-alone solution by providing 
for all the instruments in scope:

• All mandatory BCBS/EU LCR/HQLA and NSFR  
data attributes 

• Additional transparency attributes such as full covered 
bond cover pool information, central bank eligibility,  
units and Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR)  
129 compliance

Note 
The current solution is available for EU and BCBS 
jurisdictions.

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR



Swiss Tax Data
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Similar to the EU financial transaction tax regulation, the 
Swiss Federal Tax Administration (SFTA) claims a financial 
transaction tax for any domestic and non-domestic security 
within the scope of debenture, equity, funds and structured 
products. Relevant securities face a transaction tax shared 
between the buyer and seller depending on the nature and 
jurisdiction of the instrument. 

The Swiss requirements to provide data that helps firms 
meet their regulatory transaction tax requirements are the 
strictest in Europe. All data providers must be officially 
certified by the Swiss Federal Tax Authority and provide a 
full concept of understanding and implementation of the 
Swiss stamp tax law.

SUMMARY

Regulatory authority
• SFTA

Timeline
• Available from February 2021

Impacted firms
• All Swiss market operating financial institutions  

(buy- and sell-side) that are obliged to declare  
a financial transaction tax

OVERVIEW OF SWISS TAX DATA 
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Refinitiv will provide a stamp tax flag and supporting 
information to enable clients to determine the Swiss stamp 
duty per security.

Refinitiv’s Swiss Tax solution has been built with Refinitiv’s 
latest technology framework to make it quick and efficient 
for customers to access the data they need via APIs, 
whatever their technology. 

In order to comply, banks need to calculate the quality 
grades of the asset classes that are in scope and need to 
have all the relevant data fields for doing so. Refinitiv has 
developed full LCR/HQLA and NSFR reporting at asset class 
level for EU and BCBS standards.

CONTENT DELIVERED
For each instrument in scope, the solution delivers the 
following data fields: 

• Swiss stamp duty flag (a flag that indicates whether an 
instrument is taxable or not) 

• Issuer domicile (an indication whether the instrument 
issuer is domestic, foreign or falls under the special tax 
considerations of EUROFIMA (the European Company  
for the Financing of Railroad Rolling Stock)

• Asset type (an indication of the specific asset type to 
which the instrument belongs, depending on the nature/
character of the instrument or its constituents/underlying) 

• Taxation Type (defines the nature of the instrument with 
explicit regards towards the taxation treatment)

• Swiss tax data at security level are stored in the Refinitiv 
Data Platform (RDP) and delivered via RDP APIs 

• Customers can query RDP via the RDP APIs by providing 
a list of security ISINs; the relevant tax data will be 
returned coded in JSON. In addition, there will be a  
Web-based interface for end-user interaction

PART(S) OF THE REGULATION REFINITIV  
IS SOLVING FOR
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